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Trino as an ELT/ETL engine

Simple Fast Data Mesh

Use standard SQL 
across ad-hoc and 

batch

Processing happens in 
memory

Read from and write to 
many data sources via 

connectors

Ability to analyze your 
data across your open 
data lakes (S3, ADLS, 
Google Cloud Storage)

 
No startup delay

Keep the SQL simple so that 
it is accessible to all.

No need to convert 
between different SQL 

dialects anymore

Open Formats

Avoid vendor lock-in

Avoid high pricing, 
avoid data lock-in, 
ability to query your 
data with other tools



Limitations of the Original Architecture

Insufficient support for long-running and 
memory-intensive queries:

● Long running queries unreliable: the all-or-nothing 
architecture makes it really hard to tolerate faults

● Distributed memory limit: with streaming shuffle, 
aggregations and joins have to process all at once

Also, with current architecture, it’s really hard to apply 
classic techniques like adaptive query execution, 
speculative execution and skew handling, etc.



Project Tardigrade introduces a new 
execution paradigm into Trino 



Fault Tolerance

Project Tardigrade adds two levels of fault tolerance:
● Query-level Retry: by maintaining a deduplication 

buffer (with the ability to spill) on the Coordinator
● Task-level Retry: duplication buffer + store 

intermediate data produced by tasks to external 
storage for persistence

A new FaultTolerantStageScheduler is implemented to 
ensure tasks are deterministic, restartable and atomic.

With fault tolerance build into Trino, long-running 
queries can enjoy stable and predictable landing time.



Resource Management

Buffering intermediate data makes it possible to execute tasks iteratively, and we are no 
longer constrained by the size of the cluster to configure the number of partitions:
● Adaptive sizing for intermediate tasks
● Memory-aware bin packing
● Exclusive node allocation for high-memory tasks
● Memory overcommitment
● More to come: autoscaling, spot instance support, heterogeneous node scheduling…

With features mentioned above, Trino is able to serve memory-intensive queries significantly 
better and improve cluster resource utilization



Exchange Spooling

● Currently Trino supports AWS S3 and 
S3-compatible systems as exchange 
spooling storage, and takes full 
advantage of async/parallel I/O to 
maximize throughput

● Azure and GCS will be supported in Trino
● Plan to build a distributed buffering 

service for Starburst Galaxy



Summary
Featuring fault tolerance and flexible scheduling, Project Tardigrade:
● Greatly improves Trino’s support for long-running and memory-intensive queries, making 

Trino a best-in-class ETL engine
● Opens the opportunity to take advantage of spot instances as well as auto-scaling to 

drastically improve Trino’s price/performance ratio on the cloud



Demo


